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ABSTRACT
Community question answering platforms have large repositories of previously answered questions. Reusing the answers for new questions is tempting. However, not all stored answers will still be relevant. We define a new and challenging problem concerning the sustainability of questions, and present metrics aimed at distinguishing between sustainable and non-sustainable questions. We find that an intuitive approach to sustainability of questions is not sufficient, but that simple properties can already distinguish between sustainable and non-sustainable questions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Question-answering communities (or CQA; community question answering), such as StackOverflow\(^1\) and Yahoo! Answers,\(^2\) enable users to pose questions in natural language. These platforms typically have large volumes of previously asked questions available. Retrieval in CQA operates from the notion that, given the large amount of questions available, many of the posted questions are in some (semantically similar) form already available. If questions relevant to the information need of the user could be retrieved, that need would be satisfied quicker and strain on the community—not having to repeat the same answers—could be relieved.

A crucial factor in determining whether the answer to a question similar to the question a user poses is an answer to that question, is whether the answer is still relevant. For example, a question about last nights' soccer game loses its relevance very quickly, whereas other questions remain valid for longer periods of time ("Who is the current Prime Minister of the UK?") or will even remain valid forever ("Who designed the Eiffel Tower?").

The sustainability of a question depends on the time it takes before answers that satisfy the information need would be found. Therefore, the sustainability of a question can be deduced from answers to questions that are similar. We define question similarity as ‘semantic similarity,’ with which we mean that if questions would have been asked at the same time, they would address the same information need. Similarity is not the same as sustainability. Questions are defined to be sustainable when the answer to that question is independent of the point in time the question is asked. In this study, we operationalize sustainability in terms of semantic similarity over time. In this study, we investigate the patterns exhibited by sustainable questions, and whether these patterns can be used to distinguish sustainable from non-sustainable questions.

In order to be able to do so, we first explore three approaches to finding similar questions. We find that our best performing approach based on latent semantic analysis does not perform satisfactorily causing us to create a manually labeled set of similar questions which we use for further analysis.

We consider two properties of questions to determine sustainability: the rate at which answers to similar questions change over time, and the time between asking a question and receiving answers.

We find that (a) clustering questions with similar semantics is a daunting task; (b) an intuitive approach to sustainability in questions by modeling change in their answers is not sufficient; and (c) very simple question properties can already distinguish sustainable questions from others in a reasonable manner. Our contributions are (a) the definition of this new problem concerning sustainability of questions; (b) our conclusion that the new problem is not trivially solved; (c) insight in factors that play a role by the definition of the problem; and (d) metrics aimed at distinguishing between sustainable and non-sustainable questions and answers.

2. RELATED WORK
Much of the research into CQA retrieval aims to find answers to questions of a user in the data already available in a question-answer repository. Although this touches the field of (traditional) information retrieval, where the similarity of the probability distributions of terms in query and documents is (traditionally) emphasized as a measure for relevance, CQA retrieval faces the lexical chasm.

In addition to being very short in general, questions often contain different terms than their (relevant) answers (words as how or why will typically occur more in questions than in answers). Berger et al. [1] state that questions and their answers are linked on a semantical level, rather than just lexically, and should therefore be linked using ‘intermediate concepts.’ Query expansion, statistical translation models and latent variable models are proposed as means to create such links, as we will now discuss.

Jeon et al. [11] propose a translation-based retrieval model for finding semantically similar questions from a large Q&A-archive. Using a statistical machine translation approach, questions in the archive are ranked based on the probability that the users question translates into that question. In order to train the translation model, semantically similar questions in the repository are found by comparing their answers; questions with similar answers were used as training data. Xue et al. [19] extend this approach by not only estimating question-to-question probabilities, but incorporating
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question-answer translation probabilities as well. Additionally, a novel translation-based language model is presented, essentially introducing Dirichlet smoothing to IBM alignment model 1, as well as a control mechanism for the impact either the translation model or the language model component has. Although both approaches yield interesting results, these are not viable for finding similar questions with the intention to estimate sustainability; these approaches assume questions are similar when their answers are similar, while we assume that answers to similar questions can change over time. We are thus interested in clusters of similar questions regardless of whether their answers are similar.

In order to overcome this problem, our approach to clustering similar questions—which we regard as a preprocessing step to our sustainability analysis—is based solely on the questions. We investigate three approaches. Two methods are based on semantic similarity: latent semantic analysis (LSA) [5] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2]. An advantage of using LSA or LDA in our use case can be found in the dimensionality reduction of the vector space, as well as in the topic modeling that is conducted; (i) questions tend to be very short, and their representations can be somewhat expanded when semantically related concepts are considered as well; and (ii) Yahoo! Answers users tend to spell their questions poorly, which could be (partially) accounted for by matching of the distribution of other terms co-occurring in the same question. Successful use of LSA and LDA in measuring coherence between texts [8], document retrieval [6, 17], and even cross-language retrieval [4, 7] has been reported. Our third approach to clustering similar questions uses locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [3], which is successfully applied to near duplicate detection [15, 16]. The approaches discussed above all rely on representations of an inherent property of questions asked on web-based question-answering communities: text. Non-textual properties such as ratings and comments, votes, clicks, the amount of answers, questioner and answerer activity levels, etcetera, are recorded by the providers of (most) question-answering communities as well. Jeon et al. [12] find that such properties can improve retrieval results. We find that such meta properties are helpful in deciding on the sustainability of questions.

3. MEASURING SUSTAINABILITY

Our definition of sustainable questions, as described in the introduction, implies that we first have to identify similar questions; we want to tell sustainable questions apart from questions that are just similar. We find that straightforward approaches to clustering questions do not yield satisfactory results. In order to still find properties that describe the sustainability of questions, we manually assess the clusters that are the output of our best performing clustering method; the details can be found in the experimental setup.

3.1 Change rate of answers

For each cluster of questions we create a tf-idf vector space of the answers labeled as 'best answer' by either the questioner or the community. Subsequently, we fit a linear function on the cumulative cosine distances between the answers (as shown in Fig. 1), as well as the cumulative cosine distances between answers over time (shown in Fig. 2). Fig. 1 shows a rather constant change in answers over time, whereas Fig. 2 displays differences in the speed of change between different answers over time, suggesting that time might be an important factor in determining the evolution in answers to questions over time. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the same cluster.

The idea behind this approach is that the slope of this linear function will provide an indication to how fast the answers to a set of similar questions change. Also, the sum of squared errors for this function given the dataset might provide clues to periodicity; if the answers to similar questions exhibit large amounts of change in short periods of time, that might indicate that the subject of these questions is subject to periodic changes (for example, 'is the world champion soccer' is expected to change suddenly at periodic time intervals). Additionally, we compute the standard deviation of the set of distances.

3.2 Speed of response

Another property that might be indicative to the sustainability of a cluster of questions, is the time it takes for a question to be answered. The intuition here is that the probability of a sustainable question soliciting answers over a longer period of time would be higher, as the question would still be relevant.

For each cluster, we computed the average time for a question to be resolved in days (i.e., the time between the posting of a question and the posting of the best answer). Also, we computed the standard deviation in answering time, as well as the total amount of days questions in a cluster had to ‘wait’ for their best answer.

In addition, we computed the average time in days between the posting of a question, and the last answer it received. The intuition is that sustainable questions are more likely to solicit answers longer after they were posted than non-sustainable questions; many questions are answered straightforwardly and disappear in the timeline quickly, whereas some questions keep getting attention, and are therefore not expired (yet).
Table 1: Accuracy of several question clustering methods. Missing values represent experiments that never terminated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>algorithm</th>
<th>sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA</td>
<td>0.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSH4bits</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSH4bits</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSH4bits</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSH4bits</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments are aimed at answering the following questions.

What are the distinguishing properties of sustainable questions? Can we measure these properties of sustainability? Can we tell sustainable and non-sustainable questions apart based on these properties?

4.1 Experimental Setup

All our experiments are run on the Yahoo! Answers Comprehensive Questions and Answers version 1.0 dataset. This data set consists of 3.4M questions with often multiple answers. We perform case and accent folding and employ simple tokenization on both the text of the question and the answers.

We use the clustering of questions as a preprocessing step and therefore take it as part of the experimental setup. We explore three approaches to finding similar questions: latent semantic analysis [5], latent Dirichlet allocation [2] and locality sensitive hashing [3].

From the output of each clustering method on the 10K dataset, we sampled 559 pairs of questions and manually judged 205 as rightfully clustered together and 354 as wrongly clustered together. We used the combined set of judgements (randomly sampling 205 questions from the wrongly-clustered set) to arrive at the accuracy results in Table 1: for each judged pair of questions we observe whether the algorithm was correct in either putting both questions in the same cluster or keeping them separate. Based on these accuracy results we decided on using LSA as our clustering approach for the remainder of our experiments. We also decided on taking the sample of 10K documents as the basis for our analysis.

While we consider clustering of similar questions as a preprocessing step for our approaches to sustainability, we can not ignore the fact that obtaining a reasonable clustering performance is important for our sustainability estimation. We do not consider an accuracy of 0.706 to be good enough. Therefore, we opt to manually label data for further investigation. We labeled the 904 clusters in the output of our LSA clustering approach on the before mentioned subset of 10K questions with one of three classes: 752 all clusters, 144 clusters with similar questions and 8 clusters with sustainable questions. The clusters in the similar class are only required to have similar questions—questions asking for the same information—regardless of the answers; these clusters can thus be sustainable and non-sustainable. Additionally, the clusters in the sustainable class are required to have answers that do not change over time. Note that this definition implies that the sustainable class is a subset of the similar class which is a subset of the all class.

Subsequently, for each cluster we compute cosine distances between chronologically sorted best answers, as described in Section 3.1. For each set of distances (per cluster), we compute the average, standard deviation, average change per day, standard deviation on the cumulative distances, plus the slope and sum of squared errors of a linearly fitted function on the cumulative distances. Also, we compute for each cluster the time between the moment a question was posted and the answer labeled as best answer, and the time between the last answer that question received, as described in Section 3.2. For each set of these distances in time, we compute the average, standard deviation, standard deviation on the cumulative distances in time, plus the slope and sum of squared errors of a linearly fitted function on the cumulative distances in days.

4.2 Results

Fig. 3 shows a kernel density estimation plot of the average cosine distance between answers labeled as best according to either the user or the community.

4.3 Analysis

When comparing a kernel density estimation of the average cosine distance between the best answers to the questions in a cluster (shown in Fig. 3) with a kernel density estimation of the average time in days between posting a question and that question receiving its last answer (shown in Fig. 4) we see that the time between the posting of a question and receiving its last answer is very indicative in describing sustainability: the longer a question solicits answers the more likely it is to be sustainable. The higher the probability of said question to be sustainable.

When training a simple tree classifier using the properties defined in Section 4.1 as features we find that the combination of similarities is a good measure of sustainability.
features is capable of obtaining a classification accuracy of 91.5%\(^8\) indicating that using very simple properties such as the time between a question and its last answer, and the cosine distance between the answers over time allow for a reasonable distinction between sustainable and non-sustainable questions. Similar comparisons were done for the change rate approach discussed in Section 3.1, but no meaningful distinctions between cluster types could be made. We attribute this to a large degree of the sparsity of the answer vectors and the relatively small size of most clusters; a linear line fitted on two data points is always perfect.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Those parts of this work that are based on textual similarity measures—the change rate as well as the clustering of similar questions—are not performing as well as we projected. Questions and their answers generally tend to be very short, complicating the use of traditional document representations and similarity measures to distinguish between cluster categories. To overcome this representation problem, we made an exploratory attempt to expand our question and answer models by linking n-grams in answers to Wikipedia pages (considering a page as a concept) using semantic linking [13], and use the concepts found as vectors to estimate similarity between documents. However, we found this approach did not yield the expected improvements.

In future experiments, expansion of the question and answer models in a meaningful way could improve measuring sustainability based on textual features. Our current experiments show that the textual content of questions and answers alone is not sufficient to make reasonable comparisons between questions. Also, we expect that scaling up the amount of questions considered may improve clustering results. Given the resources available, we were not able to cluster and annotate all questions. The sample considered is small compared to the available data set, and could therefore have yielded many meaningless clusters. Another open issue that remains is a robust approach to clustering questions such that they fit our definition of similar questions.

Nevertheless, we did find that very simple indicators such as the time that questions keep soliciting answers can already distinguish sustainable questions from others in a reasonable manner.

We conclude that (a) sustainable questions tend to be answered longer than regular questions, (b) given a robust clustering method, that property can be measured in a set of similar questions, and (c) in combination with some very simple properties, sustainable and non-sustainable questions can be distinguished.

---

\(^8\)We resampled the data such that a random classifier obtains an accuracy of 33.3%. We used stratified 10 fold cross-validation.
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